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Welcomed by the fluttering of cherry blossom, the main character, Brian, starts a new high school life in Japan. Brian soon
starts to get along with two girls in the same c 5d3b920ae0
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A fairly simple and cute VN. Worth a try if you're interested, for fans of cute girls, visual novels and laid-back storylines. Is it
something earth-shattering, that will be remembered for generations? No, but it's well-done and fun and I enjoyed it.. Nice
Game after all. As much as I enjoyed this game, I can not recomend it. Although, Id give it a mediocre review, although Steam
doesnt allow it (sadly). But let me start from the beginning. This Visual Novel it something for people, who never watched
anime and/or read Manga before, since this game explains many things from the otaku culture. If youre like me, who watched
Animes and read Mangas, then you know most of the things already. Most as of not everything, but most of the stuff in the
game. The voice over was quite enjoyable. The Visual were nice, although some were out of place and did not make quite a
sense sometimes. There was a lack of romance and it was lacking much of romance. The ending was And many more thinks, but
I dont want to mention all of them, since Ive mentioned them in my Video on youtube, which you can watch here All it one, its a
good game if you never watched Anime and want a good taste of Anime, Manga and Japan itself. Other than that, its a mediocre
game. Nothing special. I hope you kind of enjoyed this Review and my Video to it and I hope you stay tuned for my next
Review.. Short review: Japanese School Life is a cute, fun distraction and surprisingly informative. Buy it if you're interested in
learning about detailed aspects of Japanese culture and daily life that you won't find in many other games. Long review:
Japanese School Life is shockingly! a visual novel focusing on the Japanese school life of an exchange student arriving from a
foreign country. Using this central conceipt, the game explains various aspects of daily life as seen from the perspective of a
student in Japan, in a style that is half entertainment, half cultural guidebook. As a concept, the game is executed well. It
includes detailed descriptions about Japanese culture and lifestyle that are not necessarily apparent even to people who have
played many Japanese VNs or experienced other forms of Japanese media like anime and manga. The art is good, the characters
are fun and well-voiced, and the music is non-intrusive. The quality of the English writing is exceptionally high for a VN voiced
in Japanese. Japanese School Life is very similar to Tokyo School Life and Go! Go! Nippon! and as such it's hard not to
compare the three. All are high quality and enjoyable. Japanese School Life lacks a bit in length and depth when compared to
Tokyo School Life, and is a bit less organized as a guidebook than Go! Go! Nippon! However, Japanese School Life combines
some of both worlds and is clearly intended to be a simple, relaxing experience, something at which it succeeds. If you're
searching for maximum value, pick it up on sale, but I didn't feel cheated at full price. In all, Japanese School Life is an
enjoyable distraction that will inform about Japanese student life even as it entertains. If you're looking for deep story and
characterizations, however, it's best to look elsewhere.. Reading this is more fun than reading the reviews of this game.. Who in
their right mind think roleplaying as a weeaboo is fun?! NO. unfortunately couldnt find tidy the quest continues but i did learn a
bit of japaneez so that is cool and good
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